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Precariousness and dream, failure and play are key concepts in Gianni D’Urso’s research. 
He translates the posthumous emotionality to the instability of the contemporary individual. He scrupulously observes the 
fragilities and contrasts of the human condition within the historical, social and artistic context, highlighting the gaps through 
real visual short-circuits. In the realization of the work often formulates a contradiction or a paradoxical with the use of more 
disparate means. The choice of the elements used is made for their symbolic meaning and or by their very nature.



COMFORT ZONE 
2019  | performance, polyester hammock, steel carabiners, environment dimension

installation views at Spazio A / Casa-studio, Lecce  |  performer Antonio Anzilotti De Nitto  |  photos by Alice Caracciolo

Comfort zone is a site-specific work designed for a domestic space. On a hammock installed about 4 m from the ground, 
is lying a boy whistling and humming “I Don’t Want To Wait”, acronym of Dawson’s Creek, iconic TV series of the years 
‘90/’00. An oxymoron between certainties and emptiness represented by a hammock comfortable in its illusion and 
uncomfortable in its deception, a metaphor for the disorientation of the younger contemporary generations. 

https://vimeo.com/355826710                                                                                                  





MADRE HO TANTA PAURA
PADRE NON HO VOGLIA DI LAVORARE 

 2019 | digital printing on paper, 70x100 cm 
installation views at Spazio A / Casa-studio, Lecce  |  photos by Alice Caracciolo

A site-specific work installed in a domestic space, it relates to the bedroom through two posters. The two messages 
“Mother, i’m so afraid - Father, i don’t want to work “ addressed to symbolic parents, on the one hand highlight emotional 
aspects, on the other emphasize the confrontation with the sense of duty.                                                                                               







SUPPORT YOUR ACTIVE LIFE 
 2018  | leather ball, 10x23x17 cm

installation view at presso Spazio A / Casa-studio, Lecce  |  photo by Alice Caracciolo

Support your active life is a soccer ball with the inscription Future, found by the artist in a flea market. 
The word Futuro creates a gap with the deflated object.





I’LL NEVER WALK ALONE 
project

“You’ll Never Walk Alone”, the choir that became a legend in Liverpool’s Anfield Road Stadium, rethought in the first person, is 
turns into I’ll Never Walk Alone. The project reflects on the condition of the contemporary art world and, through the 
football metaphor, great artists become football idols. Objects such as figurines, shirts and jerseys, usually amassed by 
football fans, instead allude to art collecting.



CELO CELO MI MANCA 
 2018 - in progress | digital printing on adhesive paper, aluminum, variable dimension

The title of the series is Celo celo mi manca represents the famous refrain that the children recited while they were 
browsing the ”Calciatori Panini” players’ stickers after unwrapping the package. The stickers are arranged one next to the 
other on a gold-colored shelf. 









MY DREAM TEAM 
 2018  | digital printing on adhesive paper, marble, cm 9x112x71 | photo by Alice Caracciolo

On a Carrara’s marble slab is engraved a football field in scale,on which are deployed,each of them for role,the eleven 
favourite artists of the author.                                                                                                  







BEUYS’S KIT
 2018 | felt, wood, cm 110x59x15

Beuys’s kit is the competition uniform of Joseph Beuys, based on his famous “Felt Suit” of 1970.





KLEIN’S JERSEY
 2018 | cotton, 1x52x38,5 cm

Klein’s Jersey is the competition uniform of Yves Klein, inspired by his “Blue Monochrome”.





SCARPE DI GINO DE DOMINICIS
 2019 | cotton socks, football shoes, plastic, 34x35x44 cm

          This work proposes the football shoes of Gino De Dominicis, citing his famous invisible sculptures.





FROM THE PITCH
 2018 - 2019 | photos

This series of photographs represents the artists on the football pitch.





PIERO MANZONI E LUCIO FONTANA (1962) |  2018, digital printing on photographic paper, cm 26x32.



ALIGHIERO E BOETTI (1968) |  2018, digital printing on photographic paper, cm 26x32.



PABLO PICASSO VS MARCEL DUCHAMP (1936) |  2018, digital printing on photographic paper, cm 26x32.



BRUCE NAUMAN (1968) |  2018, digital printing on photographic paper, cm 26x32.



CAPITANO AZZURRO |  2019, digital printing on photographic paper, cm 25x19.



REALIZZA I TUOI SOGNI
2018 | wire mesh, plastic net, pvc sign; environment dimension
Urban installation, curated by Industrial Therapy (FAC), Lecce

Realizza i tuoi sogni is a site specific installation in the industrial area in Lecce.
“We make your dreams come true” is a famous commercial advert used by many brands and companies but here it becomes 
Make your dreams with the purpose of shaking the counsciousness of the person to believe in their strengths to achieve their 
own dreams. To feel part of the location we have chosen to use the same urban costruction site materials to create a building 
site in the shape of a star, because we assume the star is a positive symbol that reminds us of our dreams and desires.







ESERCIZI
2016 - in progress

In Esercizi (exercises) two objects which simulate physical actions or concepts, but resulting as hard, impracticable or 
bankruptcy are put beside. These operations represent metaphors of the young artist path’s ambition and effort. 



ESERCIZIO N°1  |  2016, iron stick 300x2 cm, egg.



ESERCIZIO N°2  |  2016, balloon d 25 cm, string, stone 29x37x34 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°3  |  2016, fan 40x40x10 cm, stone 36x14x9 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°4  |  2016, shock spring 15x45 cm, stone 29x37x34 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°5  |  2016, metronome 12x12x21 cm, stone 24x22x15 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°6  |  2017, digital printing mounted on panel, 50x70 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°7  |  2017, lead wire variable size wire, pendulum 6.5×3 cm, cactus variable size.



ESERCIZIO N°8  |  2017, heater 22×19 cm, ostrich egg 18×14 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°9  |  2017, glass flower holder 18x4 cm, rotating electric motor with compass 16x5,5 cm, variable size flower.



ESERCIZIO N°10  |  2017, digital printing mounted on panel, 50x70 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°11  |  2017, egg, steel chain, pulley, environment dimension. Installation views at oTTo gallery, Bologna.



ESERCIZIO N°12  |  2017, variable size potato, environment dimension tape measure.



ESERCIZIO N°13  |  2017, variable size topsoil, skateboard 54x30x20 cm.



ESERCIZIO N°14  |  2018, variable size cypress, wooden ring d 28 cm, nylon tape environment dimension.



ESERCIZIO N°15  |  2018, branch 127x8 cm, inflatable pvc 26x18 cm.
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